Heritage

Expert additions to period buildings

Traditional, high quality craftsmanship is once again in demand.

We have been creating luxury

Perhaps that’s because we offer a highly respected, comprehensive service which

additions to beautiful buildings

covers every aspect of the project, from initial designs, through surveys and structural

through the design and supply of

engineer’s calculations to installation advice and technical support.

aluminium-framed structures since
1993. Now our combined experience

We manufacture conservatories, striking roof lanterns, slope glazing systems and

totals over 50 years, and we’re still

canopies, all well-disposed to transform your home, improve your lifestyle and add

working with many of the partners

value to your property.

who joined us at our inception.
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Imagine this.

Aluminium
You’re cocooned in nature, protected from

sharing a drink or lost in a book, it isn’t an

the elements but enveloped in the ever-

exaggeration to say a thoughtfully designed

changing scenery of the seasons in rotation.

addition to your home can improve the
quality of your life.

The year plays out its private performance
– the summer sun’s rays illuminate dancing

Europa’s conservatories are bespoke. We

motes of dust; autumn’s furled leaves drop

use the ﬁnest slim aluminium frames for

gently all around; the sharp winter sky

a structurally sound framework which

reveals a canopy of sparkling stars; tiny

is sympathetic both to the building it

drops of spring rain patter softly onto glass.

augments and the environment around it.
Regardless of the age or style of your home,

Luxury conservatories betray a certain kind

we can design a beautiful conservatory to

of lifestyle, one in which these details can

enhance it.

be savoured, relished. In company or alone,

Aluminium is an inherently strong and ﬂexible
material. More enduring than wood and uPVC,
it doesn’t rot or warp and ensures a tight ﬁt for
unbeatable security. It can be powder-coated
in the full spectrum of colours and is virtually
maintenance free, and the thermally insulated
framework provides an excellent barrier from
the elements. A dual-colour system is also
available allowing different colours to be used
outside and in.
We offer the latest in glazing, from selfcleaning glass to solar shading, and a variety of
ventilation options including fanlights, sashes
or automatically controlled vents.
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Strength and beauty, designed to last.

A beautifully crafted roof lantern is a window
onto the sky. It frames the colours of dawn
and dusk, the gentle passage of the clouds,
and allows natural light to spill through,
ﬂooding every crevice of your room.

Europa roof lanterns are designed and
manufactured with the same imagination
and attention to detail as our conservatories.
Supported by strong but elegant aluminium
framework, coloured to reﬂect the
surroundings or work in contrast, they create
a dramatic focal point and realise the aesthetic
potential and value of your property.
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Our highly qualified craftsmen work with the
best materials, so every one of our products is
hand-made to the highest standards.
Each finished product is delivered to site ready to
assemble after custom factory manufacture and
thorough quality inspection. We guarantee the
aluminium frame, its fabrication, the extrusion
and powder coating for 10 years.
So – to add value to your home or to create a
new space in which to relax or entertain, let us
help you plan your dream.

Unit 35 | Moor Park Industrial Estate
Watford | Hertfordshire | WD18 9SP
T: 01923 212700
F: 01923 212727
E: sales@europaconservatories.co.uk
www.europaconservatories.co.uk
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